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Vaccination is known as one of the most important

achievement in public health, leading to a dramatic

reduction in morbidity and mortality in all countries over

the world. However, almost all countries also struggle with

insufficient vaccination coverage, with at least two crucial

threats to herd immunity: opposition to vaccination and

under-vaccination of vulnerable groups. Masters et al.

(2018) published in this issue a study on the vaccination

status of Kenyan children. They demonstrated not only

sub-optimal vaccination coverage, but also disparities

related to ethnic communities. Unsurprisingly, the Somali

ethnic minority faced more barriers to access vaccination.

Therefore, this paper opens the discussion on vaccination

coverage as well as migrants’ susceptibility to vaccine-

preventable diseases.

Vaccination coverage: opposition
to vaccination

In WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and

Democratic) societies, opposition to vaccination has a long

story (Poland and Jacobson 2011). People question and

refuse vaccination, perceived as unsafe because of a mas-

sive dissemination of poor science and claims of harm

related to vaccines. As a result, antivaccine thinking and

vaccination hesitancy are flourishing nowadays.

Vaccination delay and refusal lead to upsurges of vaccine-

preventable disease outbreaks and to deaths. For example,

in 2018 there was a measles outbreak in Europe, with

41,000 sick people and 37 deaths (WHO 2018). Measles is

still an endemic disease in WEIRD countries (Altpeter

et al. 2018). Delay and refusal of vaccination is not only a

risk for the hesitant individual, but also for the whole

community. Unfortunately, claims of vaccine-related harm

spread as outbreaks, but not stories of children’s death

because they were not able to receive vaccinations (e.g.,

due to weakened immune system) and were infected by

healthy but unvaccinated children. This topic has been

increasingly investigated in epidemiological research dur-

ing the previous decade in WEIRD countries (Altpeter

et al. 2018; Larson et al. 2014).

The picture has long been different in developing

countries. In Africa, the vaccination coverage has histori-

cally been low and parents have been eager to vaccinate

their children to prevent them from dying from vaccine-

preventable diseases. However, vaccination programs have

started to be challenged as well in African countries, such

as Nigeria (Cooper et al. 2018), Kenya (UNICEF Kenya

2011), and Zimbabwe (Machekanyanga et al. 2017). Rou-

tine childhood vaccination programs are somewhat victims

of their success: as morbidity and mortality declined, the

question ‘‘why vaccinate?’’ is rising. While in WEIRD

societies, people mostly challenge vaccination for medical

and philosophical reasons, in Africa, religious and political

reasons prevail, along with the ‘‘Western plot’’ argument

(UNICEF Kenya 2011; Machekanyanga et al. 2017).

However, the consequences are similar: increased mor-

bidity and mortality due to vaccine-preventable diseases.

Overall, public health efforts should focus not only on

hesitant individuals in WEIRD societies, but also on the

rising opposition in developing countries. Education and

information strategies should emphasize on vaccines’

safety and effectiveness.
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Vaccination of vulnerable populations:
the case of migrants

Migrants and refugees are especially vulnerable, as shown

in the study of Masters et al. (2018): They have a lower

vaccination coverage than the host community (Mipatrini

et al. 2017). Indeed, they face several barriers to adequate

vaccination (e.g., socioeconomic inequalities, Kien et al.

2017). They have a reduced immunization rate, similar to

the one of their country of origin and they lack access to

immunization service delivery (Mipatrini et al. 2017). As a

consequence, they are unvaccinated or under-vaccinated,

as masterly shown by Masters et al. (2018).

Therefore, some groups of vulnerable individuals share

a disproportionate burden of vaccine-preventable diseases.

An equitable access to vaccination is needed to protect

these vulnerable groups and to reduce morbidity and

mortality. It would also protect the whole community, as

the low vaccination coverage among migrants can decrease

herd immunity (Hui et al. 2018). As there is a high

immunization uptake and because migrants are often

proactive about their health (Hargreaves et al. 2018), there

are promising opportunities of successful catch-up

vaccination.

Reaching migrants is challenging, so all opportunities

for catch-up vaccination should be used. This includes free

vaccination in migration centers and detention settings,

which are likely to host a large proportion of unvaccinated

individuals (Hargreaves et al. 2018). These catch-up vac-

cination programs should include adults as well. Indeed,

adults are often excluded from catch-up vaccination even if

they are likely to contract and disseminate vaccine-pre-

ventable diseases (Hargreaves et al. 2018).

To conclude

Focusing on these two threats that weaken herd immunity

would help to achieve the target 3.8 of the Sustainable

Development Goal on health and to provide access to

access ‘‘vaccine for all’’ in every country, and thus, to

reduce health inequalities.
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